THE TOY OF THE FUTURE

just imagine...
LEGO® has been voted “Toy of the Century”...

When the international press voted LEGO® the best toy of the 20th century we were very proud. We have always been dedicated to providing the means of nurturing children’s imaginative and creative capabilities. And now more than ever we offer children limitless opportunities to seek out new ways of expressing their creativity. Today LEGO® is not just a toy, but a way of learning about the world – a bridge between the imagination and reality. It’s a way of life.

...now we’re aiming for the next.
LEGO Software
Fun, action and inspiration on your PC, PlayStation or Nintendo 64.

Design your own watch
With a LEGO® watch you can change the design as often as you like.

Caring for your baby
LEGO BABY helps you stimulate your baby from Day one.

Interactive fun
In LEGO MyBot special technology cleverly creates a new form of interactive fun by sensing your child’s movements.

The intelligent LEGO® brick
LEGO MINDSTORMS offers boys the ultimate programming challenge.

Dreams & role play
LEGO Scala and LEGO Belville offer little girls all the dreams they need.

LEGO Football
Now boys can create their own football match.
LEGOLAND

Visit European LEGOLAND parks in Billund, Denmark and Windsor, England – or the most recent LEGOLAND in San Diego, California.

A True Wonderland

Experience the fascination of a mini world built from more than 45 million LEGO® bricks. Here you and your family can enjoy a full day of pure fun – and leave inspired, if not amazed, by just what can be done with a rather large ‘handful’ of LEGO® bricks.
LEGO®

Be the Boss

A brand new PC game which enables you to create and manage your very own virtual LEGOLAND Park every day! Your flair for building and design will be the key to keeping the mini-figures happy.

6-12 years

How to get to LEGOLAND

www.LEGOLAND.com
LEGO Software 2000
Play on a new level.

LEGO Action Team
Command your own elite team in a covert operation to stop the fiendish Ogil from using his mind-control devices to take over the world.

LEGO Racers
Speed through exciting LEGO® worlds in the fastest LEGO® game you can play. Now available on Game Boy, you can challenge your friends to become the LEGO® Racing Champion via gamelink, and go faster, everywhere.

LEGO Stunt Rally
Construct the ultimate cool stunt course on your PC then have fun testing your driving skills in crazy LEGO® race cars.

LEGO Chess
Plan your moves and battle with friends in a really fun 3D chess game.

LEGO Creator™
Build and play with an unlimited supply of 3D LEGO® bricks and models in a virtual LEGO® world.

LEGO Loco
Construct a fun train set on your PC and send postcards to your friends across the Internet.

Check out the other fun and games from LEGO® Software in this catalogue!
How much fun can YOU handle?

LEGO® Software is even bigger and better than before and is now available for PCs, PlayStation™, Nintendo 64™ and Game Boy™.

From daredevil stunts to racing duels, from commanding an elite team to building your own LEGO® world – you can now have more LEGO® Software fun on a wide range of computers than ever before. LEGO® Software is ready for you – the question is: “Are you ready for it?”

New products from September

www.LEGOMedia.com

www.LEGO.com

“PS” and “PlayStation” are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Nintendo®, Nintendo 64™, Game Boy™, and GameBoy are trademarks of Nintendo Co., Ltd.
At LEGO.com there's something for everyone...

Parents... Families... Kids... Advanced Builders... and Adult Collectors

- Create your own interactive LEGO® experience.
- Get involved in an online community and share your LEGO® experiences.
- Shop online for your favourite LEGO® toys, games and gear.
- Turn a photo into a creation.

Coming in autumn 2000
It's the sum of detail that makes LEGO® Wear special, and the fact that every single piece of clothing is developed on children's terms. With three keywords in focus: function, comfort and fun.
LEGO Cargo

LEGO Cargo is a range of fun bags for kids. Functional and made to last.

- See-through pocket for bus pass.
- Extra strong zipper.
- Sturdy and comfortable shoulder strap.
- Reflectors at both front and back.
- Detachable bag to be used as waistpack.

LEGO TIME

Now you can build your own watch – and change the design whenever you like.

- 3 choices for decoration.
- Design the strap the way you like it.
- These examples are just 2 of a whole range of watches from which you can choose!
- Grinder digital. Water resistant, alarm, shock resistant.

Please telephone 08457 0800 70 to find out your nearest stockist.

www.LEGO.com/wear
www.LEGO.com/time
SOUNDS, 0-3 months
Even before birth baby can hear sounds such as mother’s heartbeat. By placing the Musical Apple close to your baby the harmonic sounds can create a safe and familiar environment.

COLOURS, 3-6 months
Some of the first colours babies learn to distinguish are the primary colours: red, yellow, green and blue. Bright colours stimulate a baby’s curiosity. As you rattle the happy little brick, baby will soon look at it, reach for, and rattle it.

CRAWLING, 6-9 months
Push Walter Worm into the apple to hear the music or touch the apple so that it wobbles. The sound, movement and the bright colours will motivate babies to crawl over and investigate.

STACKING, 9-12 months
At this stage most babies are interested in combining things, and stacking objects on top of each other is really great fun. Show your baby how to fit the rattle brick on top of the worm and soon small, busy hands will take over.

During the first 2 years, your soft caresses, gentle sounds, and the stimulating colours you introduce, help your baby learn more about the senses. With this in mind, we’ve created the LEGO BABY range with features that provide different forms of sensual stimulation as your baby grows. So the LEGO BABY plaything you buy today, will continue to help your baby for months and months to come.

2503 Musical Apple
Press the worm into the apple and it plays a harmonic tune as the worm slowly comes out of the apple again. As your baby learns to crawl the apple can be used as a stimulus for baby from birth.

2468 LEGO BABY My First Rattle
By listening, looking and turning the rattle your baby can be stimulated to develop their senses and motor skills. From birth.

2517 Rattle Friends
Are soft to the touch and colourful for your baby to play with. The set contains 2 rattle elements that fit snugly into small hands. From birth.

2117 Soft Activity Centre
A soft activity centre with lots of LEGO BABY elements to create new surprises to keep your baby happy and stimulated. The Soft Activity Centre can be hung up or used on the floor. From birth.

2514 Activity Friends
Friendly faces, different sounds and bright colours attract the attention of eager, growing minds. Each part of the toy has different sections to stimulate your baby. From birth.
You, your baby and play
2095 Pee-Po Ball
Children love to roll things, but the Pee-Bo Ball never gets too far out of reach. New peeping heads, which give that element of surprise, pop up from the holes in the ball every time it is turned. As the Pee-Po Ball does not roll very far it can be used to encourage your child to crawl. A polar bear accompanies the ball for extra play value and can be placed on any of the peeping heads. From 3 months.

2000 Sally Starfish
A brightly coloured teether ideal for chewing but also great to hold. Sally is red and yellow, which are very visible primary colours for your baby to see and learn to recognise. From 3 months.

2001 Three-In-One
Three colourful toys to stimulate touch, sight and sound. Walter Walrus rattles, Sammy teether is great to chew on, and the pliable tree is great fun in your baby's hands. Stacking can also take place and as with all LEGO BABY products the three-in-one elements can be fitted together. From 3 months.

2030 Freddie Frog
A great little set which can be used at bathtime or during any water play activity. The friendly looking frog is fun to look at and great for those little hands to investigate. When you press the top of Freddie's head he will wink and squirt water at you. From 6 months.

2046 Let's Go Fishing
An ideal way to keep baby busy in the bathtub and a fun way to encourage coordination skills. From 6 months.

2031 Toby Turtle and Friend
Toby and his Friend are fun to play with in or out of the water. Toby floats and, as water is gently poured on top of him, he will move forward in the water. From 6 months.

2097 Clarence Caterpillar and Friends
Provides great entertainment as Clarence can be wheeled around or shaken to hear the rattle sound. If a little pressure is applied to Clarence he will bounce up and down for extra fun. A bumble bee and ladybird give Clarence extra play value as they can be stacked onto his body. From 6 months.

2013 Fun Train
A great train which includes Timmy and friends and a number of brightly coloured elements some of which rattle. All these elements can be stacked on board the Fun Train for added play value. From 6 months.

2071 Play Plane
With pilot and spinning propeller. From 6 months.

2524 My Racing Bugs
See who wins the race as you pull back the motors of the waddling ladybird and hopping bee! This is fun and exciting and helps to develop motor skills. From 6 months.

2098 Tub Boat Tommy
For playing in water and on land. When the boat is submerged it will whittle through its chimney. On land the chimney can be used as a small shower for Tommy. Ideal toy for bathtime play. From 6 months.

2526 Tim & Tom's Adventure
Push me, and off we go! Discovering that the toy can be made to move motivates small hands to try again and again. Children cannot resist trying to catch Tim and Tom. From 9 months.
Your baby is naturally curious and trying to master the world around them. Toys in the LEGO BABY range help you give your baby fun ways to learn. Shake the toys and hear them rattle. Push them and they move across the floor. Before you know it, your baby will be crawling after these colourful friends!

Help your baby see what they can do!
It may only be a simple act, but imagine how wonderful your baby will feel the first time they fit 2 blocks together to create a new shape! How excited they will be building a tower that goes higher and higher! How challenged they'll be as they try to put a round peg into a square hole! LEGO BABY provides interesting ways for your baby to experiment and learn.

2593 Disney Baby Mickey
Baby Mickey takes a ride and helps baby learn to crawl. Combining Baby Mickey with the other bricks stimulates discovery and motor skills. From 6-24 months.

2099 LEGO BABY Fun Sorter
A real challenge for babies. With your help your child can stack things high to knock them down again as well as learn how to fit the different shapes into the different holes. The set also includes a base plate. An ideal toy which encourages the use of lots of basic skills. From 8 months.

2592 Disney Baby Mickey & Disney Baby Minnie
Plenty of bricks mean many possible combinations and many exciting challenges for baby. Building up and knocking down are always fun with Baby Mickey and Baby Minnie. From 6-24 months.

2594 Disney Baby Mickey & Disney Baby Minnie Playground
By playing together, Baby Mickey and Baby Minnie help develop motor skills and introduce baby to role-play. The building plate is fun to build up and knock down. From 6-24 months.
Share in the joy as your baby learns!

2076 Play House
With this fun house children can play hide and seek and begin to role play as they learn to stack the elements and put little Timmy to bed. From 9 months.

2589 Timmy on Tour Stack 'n' Learn
Building your own train and making it move is quite a challenge. Discovering that the bricks fall off when the catapult is activated is fun too, and a great learning experience. From 6 months.

2010 Toddler Truck
A brightly coloured walker truck which will help give your child confidence when taking those all-important first steps. The stacking blocks broaden the appeal of the set and add to its play value. From 9 months.

2591 Happy Explorers Stack 'n' Learn
Build your own train and take the figures for a ride. Playing together becomes great fun when you have so many colourful bricks that can be combined in all kinds of ways. A great toy for role play. From 6 months.

New products from August
www.LEGO.com/baby
As your child's confidence grows, their imagination will start to blossom! To help them on their way, basic LEGO DUPLO bricks give them easy and satisfying results. Then clever features like our tubes and simple tracks set them off learning in fun, new ways!

2222 Tublar Fun
Have lots of fun clicking the tubular elements together. From 2 years.

2253 Big Tubular Playtime
A great set containing lots of tubes, balls and Duplo bricks to stimulate and excite your child. From 2 years.

2242 Brick Time
For even bigger models and greater creative fun, this box of bricks is a must for any collection. From 18 months.

2751 Egg Fun
Each egg contains a collection of pocket money DUPLO elements. There are 4 different eggs to collect. From 18 months.

2400 DUPLO Cute Vehicles
Challenging, but still easy play helps develop the motor skills. From 18 months.

2284 Brick Runner 1
From 18 months.

2198 3 Building Plates
From 2 years

2304 Large Green Building Plate
(38 x 38 cm). From 18 months.
Fuel your child's growing imagination!
2831 Dot, Ladybird, and Grumpy and Tricie Toadstool
The Toadstool Family have some pretty bad manners: they love to tease, they seldom tidy up but they are good at making a really tasty toadstool soup! A fun little storybook is included for extra enjoyment. From 2 years.

2832 Jingle and Toot Bluebell with Buzzy Bee
The Bluebells don't really do much during the day, but when the sun sets and the other families go to sleep, they start singing and playing musical instruments and make a lot of noise! A fun little storybook is included for extra enjoyment. From 2 years.

2835 The Meadow Sweets
Let your child relive the adventures of the Little Forest Friends. Creativity and imagination take flight through story building in the world of one of the four families - the Meadow Sweets. From 2 years.

2830 Snuffle Snail with Lolly and Baby Jelly Strawberry
The Strawberry Family are early risers, always busy collecting food. They are very helpful and look after Snuffle Snail, who is the local taxi. A fun little storybook is included for extra enjoyment. From 2 years.

2827 Read, Listen & Play Box
Children love stories! The box contains a picture book and a story cassette for your child, as well as elements to build imaginative scenes from the world of the Little Forest Friends. Meet the Toadstools, the Strawberries and the new butterfly, Flutter. From 2 years.

2834 Little Forest Friends World
A peaceful sunny world where all the Little Forest Friends live. The Meadow Sweets Family try to do as little as possible, except when Buzzy Bee brings visitors to spend the day. A fun little storybook is included for extra enjoyment. From 2 years.

Storytelling brings you and your child together in a special way. It helps your child gain essential language and communication skills. These products were created with this in mind. LEGO DUPLO Little Forest Friends provide unique story experiences that combine colourful books with tangible characters, and the wonderful world of LEGO Winnie the Pooh, allows your child to build and play out stories at the same time.
2985 A Playful Day with Pooh and Tigger
Tigger just wants to play all day long. Winnie the Pooh agrees, but ONLY if Tigger promises to build something with him. It can be anything! Let your child join in the fun too! From 2 years.

2984 Pooh and Piglet go Honey-Hunting
Winnie the Pooh needs help getting some honey without the bees noticing. Piglet can distract the bees with his balloon, or perhaps your child can help Pooh make a bee trap! From 2 years.

2983 Pooh and Tigger
Play hide-and-seek. Winnie the Pooh is the first guest to arrive. Your child can help Pooh bear hide from Tigger by building lots of different hiding places for a fun game of hide-and-seek. From 2 years.

2982 Pooh's Birthday
Winnie the Pooh has made a delicious cake for his birthday party. Eeyore is the first guest to arrive. Your child is invited too, and can help build the best birthday party ever for Winnie the Pooh and his friends! From 2 years.

Share the magic of storytelling!

2987 Welcome to the Hundred Acre Wood
Home of Winnie the Pooh, Piglet, Eeyore and Tigger. See where they live, play, hunt for honey, throw birthday parties, and have all kinds of adventures. Let your child join in the fun too! From 2 years.

2980 Tigger's Treehouse
See Tigger having fun in his treehouse down in Hundred Acre Wood as he tries to keep his balance going across the bridge to reach his friend Pooh bear. From 2 years.

New products from June
www.LEGO.com/duplo
**LEGO DUPLO**

**2697**
Farm Animals
From 2 years.

**2696**
Farmer Bill's Tractor Set
From 2 years.

**2695**
Pony and Trap
From 2 years.

**2864**
Animal Kingdom
From 2 years.

**2694**
Play Farm
From 2 years.

**2699**
LEGO DUPLO Farm Yard and Friends
Where Farmer Bill and his family live with all their animals. From 2 years.

**2866**
Attraction Centre
With lots of wild animals, children's play area and a selection of LEGO DUPLO bricks and decorated elements to give your child the best time ever. From 2 years.

The 2 Early Learning CD-ROMs are packed full of activities specially designed to make learning enjoyable. Your children can wander at a pace that suits them, while friendly LEGO DUPLO characters, animals, sounds and bright colours help them master their basic skills.
Bring the big world down to your child's size!

2808
Big Wheels Tipper Truck
This chunky big wheeled tipper truck can trigger your toddler's creative building skills. Once constructed, this vehicle can be used by your toddler to mirror the world around them. This tipper truck comes complete with light and sound effects. From 2 years.

2607
LEGO DUPLO Catapult Racer
From 2 years.

2807
Big Wheels Digger
Wow, it's just like the real thing. Your toddler can have some real fun with this new big wheeled digger. A great first step towards construction role play. From 2 years.

2811
Emergency Centre with Light and Sound
Complete with emergency crew and vehicles for land and air rescue. From 2 years.

2676
Bertie the Little Red Plane
With radar mast. From 2 years.

2673
Motorcycle Patrol
From 2 years.

2814
Big Wheels Road Works Set
The big wheels and chunky vehicles with light and sound effects will trigger any toddler's imagination and develop their role play skills. From 2 years.

2942
Play House
Little children love to decorate and furnish homes. You can rearrange the furniture in this house and the shape of the building itself. It can be a three-storey building one day and then a country cottage the next! From 3 years.

New products from September
www.LEGO.com/duplo
2933
Train Deluxe Set with motor
The freight train is an electric train set that provides plenty of playtime fun. Press the button and the train moves forwards and backwards and makes train noises. This deluxe gift box is packed with play functions for your child. Play with the wagons and load them with goods to be sent on to the next station. From 3 years.

2938
Tunnel
The tunnel creates an exciting environment around the railway. It is great fun to watch the train drive in and out of the tunnel. From 2 years.

2932
Train Starter Set with motor
The starter set is an electric passenger train set. Simply press the button and the train moves and makes train noises. Visit a friend when the train stops at the station and watch the happy driver steer his train through the countryside. From 3 years.

2936
Station
All trains stop at the station. People meet on the platform and then soon the train will be pulling in to let passengers on and off. From 2 years.

2931
Push Locomotive
A push-along train is often a child's first train. It is great fun to move the train along and watch as the circus comes to town! Watch the wheels go round and round as the train moves. From 2 years.

2937
Supplementary Wagon
Extra freight wagon for the train to transport a rally car. From 2 years.
Help him express his creativity!

The LEGO DUPLO Train cleverly uses technology to combine fun with learning. Your toddler presses a simple button and the train goes around the track or across the carpet. They are in control and they love it!
2914 Rescue Base
When the alarm sounds, the crew from the Rescue Base rush out to help. They use the fire truck, motorbike, and aeroplane that you can build with the screwdriver. The set contains a light and sound element with two different light patterns and sounds. From 4 years.

2904 Motorbike
Build your own motorbike with a screwdriver, and race it through the desert. From 4 years.

2909 Helicopter
Build this cool helicopter with your own screwdriver and then send it off on a mission into the jungle. Use the hook to carry your secret cargo! From 4 years.
Provide the tools for creative action!

LEGO Action Wheelers provide great, action scenarios. Cool elements and a special screwdriver let your child create and recreate fun vehicles, space ships and more!

2912 Racing Car
Use your screwdriver to build this exciting red racing car. Take it to the race track and activate the light and sound element, there are two different sound and light patterns. It has chrome-looking wheels, just like a real racing car! From 4 years.

The screwdriver makes the toy stronger

Big elements make it easy to change the toy into something else.

New products from August
www.LEGO.com/action
It's so much fun you'll want to play with it yourself: LEGO MyBot! Special technology cleverly creates a new form of interactive fun by sensing your child's movements to produce different light and sound effects. Your child simply clicks on any 2 of 6 special MyBot bricks in different combinations to create 25 different play experiences. LEGO MyBot: great technology that creates hours of fun and playful learning.

How to program the MyBot

Just place one of the 3 identity bricks and/or one of the 3 function bricks on top of the MyBot unit, and control sounds, fuel, alarms, etc.

This brick allows you to play with the touch sensor.

This brick activates the burglar alarm.

This brick keeps a check on the fuel.

The display changes with the programming and the game being played!

Robot sounds.

Car sounds.

Plane sounds.

The screwdriver helps make the model more stable.
Be sure to give your child a turn!

The big elements make it easy to transform the MyBot from a plane into a car or a robot.

The moment the driver is placed in his seat the display is turned on and the fun can begin!
The world is changing rapidly and it is becoming increasingly important to have the ability to come up with new thoughts and ideas. LEGO BASIC is a fun challenge to your child's growing mind and body. While absorbed in thinking up new things to build they sharpen their imagination and intellect. There are no limits. No rules: just imagine...

4211 Starter Set 100
3+

4221 Challenger Set 100
5+

4212 Starter Set 200
3+

3040 Challenger Set 200
5+

4225 Challenger Set 350
3+

4215 Starter Set 300
3+

4219 Brick Pack 100
5+

4222 Challenger Set 300
5+

4217 Playdesk and Bricks 3+
A desk that can be placed across the legs for easy building and playing. The desk comes complete with lots of brightly coloured bricks.

4216 Superset 100
3+

4213 Superset 200 3+
Endless possibilities for creating lots of imaginative vehicles.

4229 Brick Pack 300
5+
Belongs to Creative Kids

4223
Challenger Set 400 with motor
Go motor mad with this set, which includes a battery motor to motorise those models. 5+

www.LEGO.com
Building confidence has never been so much fun!

Accomplishment during play encourages children to take on new challenges. And the new LEGO® play set featuring Mickey Mouse and his pals offers just that. It's specifically created for building that's fast, simple, and fun - 3 things that fit together perfectly to spell success!

4165 Minnie's Birthday Party
Join Mickey in making Minnie's birthday a memory for her to treasure. Eat some birthday cake and sing "Happy Birthday". There are plenty of decorative elements included. From 4 years.

4167 Mickey's Mansion
Experience the charming atmosphere at Mickey's mansion. Give Minnie, Mickey and Pluto a hand with the garden, doze in the sun, or... the possibilities are endless! From 4 years.

4164 Mickey's Fire Engine
Spotted a fire? Help Mickey build his fire engine and you will be ready to rush to the rescue in seconds! From 4 years.

4166 Mickey's Car Garage
Has your car broken down? Then take it to Mickey's garage. Pluto and Mickey will help you fix the problem - whatever it may be. You will not find a better equipped garage anywhere! From 4 years.
1. Mickey and Minnie take a ride to a getaway cottage.

2. During their stay, Mickey builds a bigger and better place.

3. Minnie has some great ideas to make the garden beautiful.

4. Time for a rest with Mickey and Pluto.

5. Then Mickey builds a plane. What an adventurous day!

New products from August
www.LEGO.com
You can create many cool things with the soft foam material.

The Déco magazine included in the sets is full of great ideas.

NOT IN UK

NEW ⭐ COOL

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
IDEAS

You can also make a bracelet for yourself out of the foam material.

LEGO Friends
Get together with a group of friends and create an all-girl band. Compose songs, make up dance routines, create a light show, share secrets and prepare for a big gig at school — all on your PC.

A world of fun for girls
With LEGO Scala sets you can create a whole world full of activity — make up your own play identity and solve any little family problem together with the LEGO Scala family. Déco magazines in the sets provide lots of creative ideas, and on the LEGO Scala Web site girls meet and chat. Not in UK.

www.LEGO.com/scala
NOT IN UK

You can also use the foam material for a horse blanket.

FRIENDS * FASHION

NEW

3130

3155

3152

3143

3144

NEW

3158

NEW

3157

NEW

3156

NEW
The Secret of the Fairy Queen

1. Princess Rosaline is so sad. Will she ever find the prince of her dreams?

2. Madam Tussa has bewitched the Prince!

Play theatre with LEGO Belville

With LEGO Belville sets you can create all the good fairy tales there are plus a lot of new ones by mixing the sets and the accessories for the different characters. Inspiration for stories to play is also available from our Web site.

5812 Old King Alfred From 5 years.
5811 Prince Justin From 5 years.
5804 Madam Tussa the Witch From 6 years.
5805 Princess Rosaline's Turret Room From 6 years.
5802 Princess Rosaline From 5 years.
3. The Fairy Queen and the little Fairies decide to tell Princess Rosaline their secret.

4. The Princess wakes up. She has dreamt something about a frog.
5. The Queen is all confused. "Where is it, where is it?!"

6. In the forest Princess Realine meets a frog. "Kiss me," it says. And PING - it turns into a prince.

7. The little fairies bring out the Royal Coach so that the Prince and Princess can escape. But what has Madam Tissa cooked up to stop them?
Children learn about the real world by building their own.

When your child is about 5 years old their motor skills are fully developed and they are ready for the smaller LEGO® bricks and their many exciting functions. The best place to start is LEGO City. Your child challenges their imagination and at the same time learns to understand the world around them. The models are specially created to fit their skills and abilities, and give them the important feeling of success and confidence.
ATTACK OF THE ICE METEORS

6575 Polar Base
The base consists of 4 units: a weather station, first-aid station, meteor laboratory and a communication tower. All of these can be combined in different ways to create lots of play scenarios. 8+

Your attention please! Meteors are falling on the North Pole.

They fell over there. Let's go!

Hey, there are insects inside the meteor.

We must analyse these strange insects. They might be dangerous!
**Arctic Expedition**
The Arctic Expedition is a huge snow-clearing vehicle on caterpillar tracks. It is capable of going anywhere. The snow plough in front of the tracked vehicle can tip and the smaller robotic vehicle has a flexible crane arm for collecting meteors. 7+

**Mobile Outpost**
Inside the base is a fully equipped lab. If you take the full-track vehicle apart you can build a really handy sleigh. 7+

**Snow Scooter**
6+

**Polar Scout**
For picking up meteors. 6+

**Ice Surfer**
6+

---

**X-RAY ANALYSIS**

**SPACE SCORPIO**
Shoots out a deadly poison from the tail, and aims for the eyes. Wear protection glasses and gloves

**SPACE SPIDER**
The spider is full of dangerous acid that burns your skin. Do not touch it without gloves

---

**Know the World**
Children find out what the world is all about by playing. And here they get the chance to explore the exciting arctic scenario and to broaden their horizons.

[www.LEGO.com/arctic](http://www.LEGO.com/arctic)
Ready for take off!
But where to?
The solar system is waiting to be explored. But where to go? To the boiling hot Mercury next to the Sun, or the icy cold Neptune, way out in the murky depths of space? You choose, but watch out for the meteors on their way to Earth!

6455 Space Port Astronaut Training Centre 7+

6454 Space Port Saturn 1 Complete with light and 3 sounds. Requires 2 x 1.5v batteries. 7+

6453 Space Port Mission Tracker 6+

6457 Astronaut figure 6+

6456 Space Port Shuttle Launch With light and 3 sounds. Requires 2 x 1.5v batteries. 8+

6458 Space Port Sat 4 From 6 year
LEGO TRAINS

4553 Trainwash 7+
4556 Train Station 7+
4557 Freight Loading Station 7+
4565 Freight Train Set
Equipped for transportation of all kinds of goods. This set requires set no. 4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator. From 8 years.

4533 Snow Plough Ages 7+
4541 Maintenance Vehicle Ages 7+
4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator From 7 years.

Lots of Functions

The Fastest Train in the World

4560 Blue Turbo
Passengers can take their cars on board and enjoy the view as they speed through the countryside. 7+

Loco CD-ROM
Assemble a bustling on-screen world with trains, carriages, buildings and mini-figures. For more information see page 6-7.

www.LEGO.com/spaceport
www.LEGO.com/train
6519 Turbo Tiger
From 6 years

6602 Scorpion Buggy
The suspension mechanism helps your car land safely from the swing-ramp. From 6 years.

6616 Rocket Dragster
The ultimate high-speed race! Pull-back motor included. Aiming mechanism for extra precision. Can you make both finish flags pop up at the same time? From 7 years.

6714 Speed Dragster
Set up the ultimate dragster race. Pull-back motor included. From 7 years.

6713 Grip ‘n’ Go Challenge
A challenging game. Get hold of that ball and score a goal! Ages 7+

6617 Truck Rally
Test your driving skills on this track! Specially designed vehicle with suspension functions that can deal with even the bumpiest obstacles. Ages 7+.
Create your own stunt race

Now you can construct the ultimate stunt course and stunt cars on your PC - and test your driving skills. Join the team of 4 cool drivers in all kinds of terrain: mud, asphalt, jungle and ice. It's a highly addictive way to drive!

For more information see pages 6-7.

5600 Radio Control Car
Our RC Car comes with instructions to change its design 5 times! Each time you change your car, you can control its speed and direction. You are in control!!
You are in the driving seat - so get driving.

7+

5533 Team Dragster
The latest in dragster technology. Also contains building instructions for a tractor.
From 9 years.

5563 Truck
Includes building instructions for an off-roader.
Ages 10+

New products from June
www.LEGO.com/race
www.LEGO.com/createnrace
www.LEGO.com/radiocontrol
www.LEGO.com/modelteam
Gooaaaallll

Zinedine Zidane

World Cup Champion 1998
FIFA World Player of the Year 1998

3402 Grandstand
It's more fun to play for a crowd. So build some seats for your spectators and let them watch the game in comfort. 6+

3403 Fans Grandstand with Scoreboard
6+

www.LEGO.com/Football
3409 Championship Challenge
Have the time of your life with this superb football game complete with players, ball and all the accessories. 6+

3410 Accessory Football Set
6+

3401 LEGO Football Shoot 'n' Score
Be ready to practise penalties or shoot for goal with this handy set. 6+

3408 Super Sport Coverage
Get ready to get the best view of the game. 6+

www.LEGO.com/football

Be part of the LEGO Community
WWW
Click into our homepage and get a lesson at the football school. Participate in the quiz, see how to design a stadium, and much more.

With the enclosed labels you can create your own national team or another of your favourite teams.

Playing is also about playing together
To build the football field, choose which team you want to be, and then play against each other is a super way of playing together with a good friend.
The Battle of the King’s Treasure

King Leo and his brave knights live at the castle. But Cedric the Bull and his evil robbers lurk in the Black Forest and plan to get hold of the King’s treasure.

King Leo  Richard the Strong

Will the robbers get hold of the treasure?

Cedric the Bull  Gilbert the Bad

The evil robbers are attacking the castle.

Oh, no. The tower is falling.

Cedric the Bull is ready to make his move. Let the battle commence.

... and ram the tower right into the robbers.

The quick-thinking knights use the bricks to launch a counterattack...

The important concept of Good vs. Evil
It is important that natural aggressiveness is played out – and through play it becomes easier to distinguish between good and evil.

www.LEGO.com/castle
6095 Royal Joust
The King is watching the joust from his throne. He is protected by falling axe traps - you have been warned! 7+

6094 Guarded Treasury
Protected by an axe-trap at the entrance. Possible intruders can be thrown into prison. 6+

6026 King Leo
6+

6096 Bull's Attack
Follow the instructions or design your own machines. You will then be ready to attack and capture the Castle. 7+

6098 King's Castle
This castle is a fortress - it is well protected and has all kinds of weapons to ensure the King is kept safe. You can fool the enemy by moving the towers or rebuilding the castle, just in case they have a plan to steal the treasure. 8+

4806 Axe Cart
6+
Take your PC on a Medieval Adventure

Enter a magical 3D world of Medieval adventures on your PC where only skill and creativity can save the day. Build a castle from scratch, rescue the fair damsel, and help Richard the Strong defend his kingdom against the evil forces of Cedric the Bull.

For more information see pages 6-7.

Be part of the LEGO Community

As you enter the battlefield you’ll see how day changes to night and back again.

Join the battle on the Web

Meet King Leo and Cedric the Bull on the Internet. Just go to www.LEGO.com/castle and you’ll find yourself right in the middle of the conflict.

Click on the models and the fun begins.

www.LEGO.com/castle
THE UNCHARTED ISLAND

Johnny Thunder and his friends have found dinosaurs on a mysterious, previously uncharted island. They are now trying to study the prehistoric creatures and protect them from greedy poachers who plan to make a fortune by trapping the dinosaurs. But T-Rex doesn’t know friends from enemies. He just fights back!
5975
T-Rex Transport
Mike and Professor Kilroy have managed to catch a T-Rex - but Sam Sanister and his team are planning to steal it! From 7 years.

Building up an identity
Since the dawn of time boys have played games involving heroes and villains. That's only natural, because that's how they help forge their own identity.

New products from June
www.LEGO.com/adventurers/dino

DRAMA ON DINO ISLAND
LEGO Rock Raiders

4910 The Hover Scout
From 6 years.

4940 The Hover Scout
From 6 years.

4930 The Rock Raiders
6+

4920 The Rapid Rider
6+

4980 The Tunnel Transport
With its powerful magnets it can lift vehicles off the ground. It can even divide into several smaller units for special underground missions. 8+

4970 The Chrome Crusher
Using its light source you can make sure that you do not miss any of the stones hidden in those dark underground areas. 8+

4950 The Loader Dozer
Can the Loader Dozer compete with the Rock Monster as it scoops the large rocks into the front of the machine? The rocks once broken reveal the energy source vital to the Rock Raiders. 7+

4990 The Rock Raiders HQ
Where you analyse, dissect and remove the crystals. A complete factory with a light source to ensure full visibility. 8+

LEGO Rock Raiders for PC and PlayStation.

Now you can experience the LEGO Rock Raiders in full action! Join them on their dangerous missions.

For more information see page 6-7.
THE FIGHT AGAINST THE DARK SIDE

Join the crew of the Millennium Falcon in the battle against the evil Empire. Darth Vader is out to get Luke Skywalker. But he's not the only danger. Boba Fett is on the loose. Can Han Solo avoid his destiny? You decide!

NEW

MILLENNIUM FALCON

1190

Millennium Falcon™

It might look like a piece of junk, but the Millennium Falcon is one of the fastest ships in the galaxy! Its special hyperdrive makes the ship twice as fast as most Imperial ships. The Millennium Falcon's defenses include deflector shields and two revolving turrets with four laser cannons. Inside the ship, there are many hidden compartments for storing secret cargo and passengers! Includes Han Solo, Chewbacca, Princess Leia, C-3PO and R2-D2 mini-figures. From 8 years.

New products from June

www.LEGO.com/rockraiders

www.LEGO.com/starwars
7180
B-wing™ at Rebel Control Centre

The B-wing is one of the Rebel Alliance's most powerful starfighters. The cross-shaped ship has ion cannons on three of its points. The fighter features an unusual cockpit gyrostabilization system that allows the cockpit to remain stable while the rest of the ship rotates around it. This set includes the Rebel Control Centre and three mini-figurines. From 8 years.

7104
Desert Skiff™

Look out, Luke and Han! Use your imagination and this speedy skiff to help the duo escape from the Sarlacc pit and Jabba the Hutt. Includes Luke Skywalker and Han Solo mini-figurines. From 6 years.

7128
SW Speeder Bikes™

Luke Skywalker is up against Imperial scout troopers, but fortunately he has his lightsaber. 7+

7130
SW Snow Speeder™

In snowspeeders, Luke Skywalker and the Rebel Alliance can attack the Empire's AT-AT walkers from all angles. 7+

7134
A-wing Fighter™

This amazing A-shaped fighter can outrun any Imperial ship. It first clashed with the Imperial Navy at the Battle of Endor in Return of the Jedi. Armed with twin blaster cannons and concussion missiles, this streamlined ship is well suited for swift hit-and-run missions. Includes 1 Rebel pilot. From 7 years.

7144
Slave 1™

Boba Fett, the most mysterious bounty hunter in the galaxy, is on a mission to capture Han Solo. After he catches him, Han will be frozen in carbonite and transported to Jabba the Hutt in Fett's Slave 1. Includes mini-figurines of Boba Fett and Han Solo frozen in carbonite. From 7 years.

7150
TIE Fighter™ and Y-Wing™

The Y-wing invades the Empire's territory and Darth Vader man's his TIE fighter to stop the assault. You can change the fighters as the battle proceeds until you have a winner. 8+
FLASH SPEEDER

7124
Flash Speeder™
Travel across the city streets of Theed and the plains of Naboo. A laser cannon protects you from Trade Federation forces. Includes 1 mini-figure. From 7 years.

Star Wars: Episode I
The Phantom Menace

Join Anakin Skywalker as he takes his first steps to becoming a Jedi. Win the Mos Espa Podrace, encounter a Sith Lord, pilot a Naboo Starfighter, and make new friends like Jar Jar Binks and the Gungans.

Gungan Patrol

7115
Gungan™ Patrol
Help the Gungans patrol the plains of Naboo with their kluud. They are on the lookout for Trade Federation battle droids. Includes 2 Gungan mini-figures and kluud with battle gear. From 7 years.

Be part of the LEGO Community

Use the Force on the Internet
Join the Galactic Challenge at www.LEGO.com/starwars.

Here you can meet the Jedi Knights and the evil Sith Lords. Get to know all about the strange planets. Win LEGO Star Wars boxes—and much more.
7131 Anakin's Podracer™
It takes nerves of steel to pilot a podracer. Can Anakin Skywalker win the race of his life? 7+

7111 Droid Fighter™
Trade Federation droid fighters engage Naboo starfighters in blazing dogfights. 7+

7101 Lightsaber Duel™
Racing in on his Sith speeder, Darth Maul confronts Jedi Master Qui-Gon Jinn. 7+

7141 Droid Control Ship
Set out with Anakin and R2-D2 in an attempt to destroy the Trade Federation's droid control ship. 7+

7161 Gungan™ Sub
Jar Jar Binks guides Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi Lembo through the underwater world. 7+

7151 Sith Infiltrator™
Carries the sinister Sith Lord, Darth Maul. Open the rear hatch and out flies Darth Maul on his Sith speeder. 7+

7171 Mos Espa Pod Race™
All your friends are cheering for Anakin to win the Podrace. But Sebulba and Gasgano are using all the dirty tricks to beat him. If you put your imagination in gear and mix all the elements you can build one big Podracer, too. From 8 years.

7121 Naboo Swamp™
The battle droids on their STAPs have trapped Qui-Gon Jinn and Jar Jar Binks in the swamp. Will they make it? 7+
A CHALLENGE TO ALL GROW-UPS
This is the ultimate challenge for Star Wars fans. And when we say it’s for grown ups, we mean it. Unless, of course, you are an expert LEGO® builder. These models are huge. They’re fantastic. They’re out of this world!

7181
TIE INTERCEPTOR™
SCALE 1:28
MODEL SIZE 34 CM LONG
19 CM TALL WITHOUT PEDESTAL
26 CM WIDE

7191
X-WING FIGHTER™
SCALE 1:28
MODEL SIZE 44 CM LONG
19 CM TALL WITHOUT PEDESTAL
34 CM WIDE

CREATE THE FORCE

ALL NEW

New products from June
www.LEGO.com/starwars
**Droid Power**

*8002. Destroyer Droid*
This Trade Federation rolling droid unfolds to reveal blasters as its arms! 11+

---

**On the Web**

Want to know more about the droids? Well then go to LEGO's Web site. Here you can win LEGO Star Wars sets, send a postcard to a friend – and have lots of fun.

---

**Star Wars**

*Episode I*

---

**8001. Battle Droid**
This Trade Federation soldier is ready for invasion as he draws his blaster. 9+

**8000. Pit Droid**
Fold him up when you don't need him or hit the nose to open him up when your Podracer needs maintenance. 8+
More news from the Slizer planet!

- **8503** Sub Slizer
- **8502** City Slizer
- **8500** Fire Slizer
- **8501** Ice Slizer
SILVER CHAMPION

8458 Silver Champion
A shining silver collector’s item, with functions that really work – just like a real Formula 1 car. Check out the unique suspension system. You can rebuild the model to make a Truck Racer, or surf the Internet for the instructions for how to build a cool, futuristic racer – www.LEGO.com. From 11 years.

V10 engine
inner speed demon?

Be part of the LEGO Community

WEB EXTRAS

Think you know what LEGO TECHNIC is all about? Think again, because we have got news for you.

If you want to minister to the needs of your inner speed demon, look for the boxes with the Create 'N' Race sign. It's a series of models and net games where speed and action are combined with lots of technical details. And they all connect to the Internet in different ways. Just click www.LEGO.com/createNrace.

Here you will experience that the LEGO TECHNIC Silver Champion is not just an exciting model on your desk. It's also a game on the Web – a formidable racing game.

If you want a bigger picture of the Silver Champion it is available as a screen saver and wallpaper for your PC. And if you want to build another model, building instructions for another fabulous racer, the LEGO TECHNIC Street Sensation, are also available on the Internet.

So check out the Web for all the Create'n'Race news.

The technical touch
LEGO TECHNIC demonstrates hydraulics, gears, pistons and all the things that make vehicles run.

New products from August
www.LEGO.com/createnrace
www.LEGO.com/silverchampion

Real suspension
Robotic vehicles on the
collect them all!

A monster virus is loose on the Internet. To defeat the virus you need
to collect the 6 different LEGO TECHNIC RoboRiders.

The canisters hold secret codes for the
Web. Put the canister in the fridge for
5-10 minutes and watch your Web code
appear. It’s the only way to get access to
the special track on the Internet.
Each LEGO TECHNIC RoboRider comes
ready-to-build, with unique powers and a
great firing action. And you can collect
extra Talisman Wheels to customise your
RoboRiders.
The LEGO TECHNIC RoboRiders give you access to hunt the monster virus on the Web. To defeat all forms of the virus you will need all 6 RoboRiders. Just as you need all 6 to build the MEGA RoboRider. Complete building instructions can be found on the RoboRider Web site.

The hunt for the monster virus involves 6 different Internet-based games. With the Swamp RoboRider you are equipped to deal with hazardous conditions on slippery paths, where tentacles try to drag you into the swamp. To track down the virus on burning lava streams and poisonous gases look for the Lava RoboRider. The Frost RoboRider will help you find the virus monster in freezing temperatures while dodging lethal icicles that shoot deadly spears. And when rocks and crystals are your enemy, take along the Onyx RoboRider. The Dust RoboRider makes windy deserts and deadly quicksand that much safer to deal with. And when you are exposed to acid rain, poisonous fumes and swinging wrecking boulders, look to the Power RoboRider.

If you destroy all 6 forms of the virus, prepare yourself for a fantastic surprise. And reward yourself with PC wallpaper of your favourite RoboRider. All found on www.LEGO.com/roboriders.
LEGO TECHNIC

8238
Slammer Dragsters
Get ready to race. Slam the two dragsters with the launchers and watch them jump the ramps and race for the winning line. 7+

8236
Bike Burner
Constructing this trike is only half the fun. By using the launchers in either 8238 or 8237 you can see others off the road. 7+

8237
Slammer Racer
Slam the cool F1 Racer with the launcher and jump the ramp at incredible speed. 8+
8735 LEGO TECHNIC
Motor Set, 9V.
Use the Motor Set to bring your LEGO TECHNIC models to life.
The set includes a motor, battery box, cables and elements that you can use to build a futuristic vehicle, a helicopter, or a crane.
From 7 years.

8300 LEGO TECHNIC
Racing Drivers
From 7 years.

5206 LEGO TECHNIC
Speedster
Measure the speed, distance and top speed of your LEGO TECHNIC vehicle with the new "Speedster". A stopwatch function is also included and the "Speedster" can be mounted on most LEGO TECHNIC vehicles.
From 7 years. New for August.

www.LEGO.com/powerpacks

Be part of the LEGO Community

8226 Desert Stormer
For motorisation use 8735. 8+

8251 Motorbike
With suspension. Also builds a cool chopper. 8+

5222 Chassis Pack
8+

5218 Pneumatic Pack
9+

5219 Weel Pack
7+

5220 Styling Pack
7+

5221 Motor Base Pack
7+

WEB EXTRAS

New products from September
www.LEGO.com/createnrace
www.LEGO.com/speedslamners
www.LEGO.com/powerpacks
8307 Turbo Racer
You control a motorised and speedy turbo car and try to outmanoeuvre and outperform your opponent. A new device is used to steer the turbo car. You have to pass certain obstacles, pick up devices and pass through goals before your opponent does! The set includes a new and powerful motor. From 7 years.

8305
Duel Bikes
Two opponents can compete in an action-packed duel. Each opponent builds a motorcycle ready for battle. The challenge is to outperform your opponent by hitting a target beside the front wheel of his motorcycle. From 8 years.

Be part of the LEGO Community
WEB EXTRAS
At the LEGO (Stunt Race) Turbo Racer site you’ll find building instructions for a different kind of game: the Shark Race. And you can try it out before you build it, because it’s a Net game too. On the LEGO Duel Bikes site you can find building instructions for new bike models.
Master of two worlds
Fight robots and fly through the air as you move around in the exciting virtual world of TECHNIC CITY - while sitting at your PC. As you play, your CyberMaster model - Crusher, Stinger or Truck - follows your every move along the floor beside you.

LEGO CyberMaster sets contain a CD-ROM and touch sensors along with all the LEGO® bricks, gears, wheels, motors and other building elements you need to start playing. The CD-ROM is your key to TECHNIC CITY and to hot features such as the Coliseum and Area 15.

Minimum system requirements for item nos. 8450 and 8483: Pentium 90 MHz, 16 MB RAM, Windows 95/98, 60 MB free hard disk space, 4-speed CD-ROM drive, 1 MB graphic card, sound card (graphics and sound cards must be DirectX-compatible), loudspeaker, and a free serial port.

Mission Impossible - Without You!
If you are ready for various dangerous assignments, join the LEGO TECHNIC Mission. You get a CD-ROM and a lot of building elements for this super-plane. In the game you will be sent on various missions. You can keep scores, either for single play mode or when playing against a friend. Or combine it with LEGO CyberMaster!
POWER PULLER

Choose between three different motor sets for this tractor and see how far the powerful machine can pull the trailer. It features modular construction and can therefore be rebuilt, tuned and adjusted in many different ways. The enclosed video showing real tractor pulling provides plenty of inspiration. From 9 years.

Together with the Power Puller you get a video that takes you behind the scenes of world class Tractor Pulling. See a real Tractor Puller that looks exactly like the LEGO TECHNIC Power Puller!

NEW

www.LEGO.com/powerpuller

Be part of the LEGO Community

WEB EXTRAS

If you don’t know the rules of Tractor Pulling, look them up on the Power Puller site. Here the rules are incorporated into a cool and challenging Net game. And as you go through it, your body will experience how tough it is. You will also find the European Tour Plan for the real version of the LEGO TECHNIC Power Puller. And building instruction for a hip Dragster.
**Jet Wasp**
With super-cool front shell, corrugated tubing and flexible axles. Rotors can be manually activated. Instructions for alternative helicopters. Jet Wasp can be motorised with set number 8735. Performance is unbelievable. 9+

**Racer**
With V6 engine which you can activate from the rear wheels. A crank element lets you steer the front wheels and when you press the activator button, the top of the car opens up. Instructions for 2 other models and the racer can be motorised with set number 8735. Out of this world! 10+

**Monster Crane Truck**
With front-wheel steering, a grab that can turn in all directions, and a cabin that lifts up with the hydraulic system, allowing a perfectly smooth operation when you press the activator button. Instructions for 3 models included and one of the alternative models can be motorised with set number 8735. 9+

**Super Car**
Be your own car designer! With this absolutely phenomenal set you have the power to design the car of your dreams! Once you have constructed the chassis you can build a cool convertible or an amazing 'wing door' model or change it into a sporty looking vehicle with a tip lid. There are 3 gears, perfect suspension on all wheels plus the hydraulic system and lots more. By adding the 8735 motor set you will see that the gears really do work! 10+

**4WD X-Track**
A 4WD buggy with a new integrated motor and battery box. The unique module system means that you can change your vehicle into a different one quickly and easily. Extra building instructions available on the Internet – www.LEGO.com. From 9 years.
Build and program robots that do what you want
Programming has never been so easy!

Start programming the fast way – and have fun while you learn. The LEGO MINDSTORMS CD-ROM guides you step-by-step until you are ready to do it on your own.

Just a few simple steps
Simply drag and drop the instructions into the order you want them carried out – and your robot will obey your every command.

Beam the program to your model with a single click
9747
Robotics Invention System 1.5
Create robots that do what you want them to do. This new version of the Robotics Invention System introduces the next generation of robotic programming. The CD-ROM includes more than 25 exciting projects that let you build and program robotic inventions to perform tasks as varied as following a straight line, creating a burglar alarm, or drawing a picture. At the heart of your inventions is the RCX, a programmable microcomputer that reacts to its environment via touch sensors, light sensors and motors. Includes RCX microcomputer, CD-ROM with RCX Code and project ideas, USB Infra-red Transmitter, Constructopedia building guide, touch and light sensors, motors, gears and more than 700 LEGO elements. From 12 years. PC requirements: Windows 98, Intel Pentium 233 MHz or higher processor; USB port, 32 MB of RAM.

9731
Vision Command System
An Accessory Kit for use with the Robotics Invention System. You can program your robot to follow you around a room, watch for and record intruders, or even dance and play musical notes at a wave of your hand. At the center of the Vision Command System is the new LEGO PC Video Camera. The camera is designed for easy connection with standard LEGO building elements and can be used separately as a PC video camera, with standard video and image capturing capabilities. Includes a LEGO PC Video Camera with USB connection, the Vision Command System CD-ROM software, LEGO elements and building instructions. From 12 years.

For more Challenges...
9736
Exploration Mars
Explore an uncharted territory with your own robotic rovers. This expansion set for the Robotics Invention System allows you to build robotic rovers and equipment for a Mars expedition. Includes CD-ROM, Constructopedia building guide, and specially selected LEGO pieces. From 12 years. PC requirements: Robotics Invention System, Windows 98, Intel Pentium 90 MHz or higher processor, 32 MB of RAM.

3801
Ultimate Accessory Set
The Ultimate Accessory Set comes complete with everything you need to make your robotic inventions more powerful and more capable. The set includes a remote control unit, a rotation sensor, a touch sensor, a LEGO Lamp, and extra building elements. The Constructopedia building guide provides inspiration and explains how to use the new building elements. Robotics Invention System required 1.5 or 2.0. From 9 years.

Be part of the LEGO Community
Explore LEGO MINDSTORMS on the Internet. Visit www.legomindstorms.com to try out new challenges, get tips and tricks, exchange programs, vote for the best new invention, and display your custom-built robots on your own MINDSTORMS home page. You can even sign up for official LEGO® competitions.
Design and Build Your Own Star Wars Droids™!

**NEW**

9754 Dark Side Developer Kit
LEGO MINDSTORMS takes building to the next level with the Star Wars Dark Side Developer Kit. Bring to life destroyer droids that advance at your command and All Terrain Armoured Transports (AT-AT) that stride on four legs - as well as hundreds of your own inventions inspired by Star Wars. The Dark Side Developer Kit is powered by the Micro Scout, the smallest LEGO microcomputer. The Micro Scout has a built-in light sensor, a built-in motor, and seven behavior patterns from which to choose. Includes the Micro Scout microcomputer, Instructions and challenges, and more than 300 LEGO® pieces. No PC required. From 9 years.

**The Micro Scout**
Bring your robots to life with a powerful microcomputer that includes:

- Built-in light sensor
- Built-in motor
- 7 built-in programs
- On/off button
- Run button

9748 LEGO MINDSTORMS™ Droid™ Developer Kit
Now you can create droids and make them move, react to light and make sounds with the Micro Scout - an all new LEGO® microcomputer. The Micro Scout microcomputer has a built-in motor and a light sensor. With the Micro Scout you can select from seven different behaviors to bring your droids to life. The set includes over 650 LEGO® pieces, the Micro Scout and a CD-ROM.

New products coming soon
www.LEGOmindstorms.com
www.LEGO.com/starwars

© Lucasfilm Ltd & TM. All rights reserved. All Star Wars elements are property of Lucasfilm Ltd. &/or Lucas Licensing Ltd.
Vote for a hit and become a No. 1 hit yourself

Check out the LEGO Christmas competition starting in October 2000.

The 1st prize is something that will make you a No. 1 hit amongst your classmates.

Pick up competition rules at your local LEGO stockist from mid October. So watch out and be ready for action.

Experience the magic of Christmas at LEGOLAND Windsor
18th November 2000 to 7th January 2001 (excluding Christmas Day) For information please call 08705040404

Free LEGO World Club membership worth £4.99 with every LEGO purchase over £5.99! See centre pages for more information.

Be part of the LEGO Community
Visit the LEGO web-site and sign up for a Web Club membership. It’s absolutely free and gives you fun games to play and information on what’s cool and new.

www.LEGO.com

LEGO Consumer Services
Capital Point
33 Bath Road
Slough
Berks
SL1 3UF
Tel: 08457 080070
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